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Social
clubs
are
replacing gangs, and
even though this is
mostly happening on the
Southside, the trend is
spreading. For an explanation as to why
gangs are turning away
from rumbles and police
records and towards
dances and making
money, turn to the story
on page 11.

I thmk New Expression is
great It lets teens express
themselves and tell other
•eens how they feel. That's
Nhy I wrote th1s article. 1
found the facts, and the rest is
my concerned feelings about
the over population of animals
a'nd what we can do to help
1hem I hope you tee I the
same way
Every minute 50 dogs and
cats are born; 3,000 every
hour. In the same time many
die because of over-population. I'm tell1ng you this because you can do something
about it.
If we stick together, we can
stop the over-population of
these animals When you have
a pet, you have a responsibility to feed, shelter and
love it like you would a child .
The most Important thmg you
can do is to get your pets
spayed or neutered to prevent
bir~hs, unless, you want to
have kittens or pups
The problem IS that animals
are klllnd m lhe rnill1ons In·
stead of their btrths being
slowed down. That's where we
corniJ 1n If you keep yc1ur pets
t.om,. mstead of running
arcJIJnd the ne1qtJborhoor you

can prevent a lot of births. The
more (animals) you and I
prevent from being born, the
fewer Will have to die in the
shelters.
We must make sure that the
animals' right to live isn't
taken away. They can not fight
for their right. They need us.
Karen Kufeld
Lakeview High School

Gang Debate
When I read your artic le,
"Gangs Care Less" (by Ruben
Brugos) in the May issue, I
was shocked. I think you have
a lot of gall (the author). I
really don't know where you
are com mg from, but you and
I both know Cermak and Kestner is not a Latin community.
How can you write such a
lie? What are you trying to put
off on my neighborhood?
Walls in this neighbort1ood do
not say anything about gangs,
let alone Latin Kings or TwoSix I've never even heard of
the latter
I would l1ke to know the
mean1ng of this. Specifically,
on tho corner of Cermak and
Kestner , there IS a Kentucky

by Frank Burgos

"Ten-Four"

Who will

Sometime ago, an editorial
of ours asked for high school
courses outside of the
classroom.
As of July 11 the Chicago
police have been doing just
that. They are teaching high
school students the ins and
outs of law enforcement.
Surprisingly , half the students
enrolled are girls.
Hundreds of students
signed up for the couse. Only
35 could be accepted though,
so if you're interested in
applying you'll have to wait
until next year.

buy my
plan?

Teenagers at the police
academy are learning how to
save someone who just had a
heart attack.

•

A good pr1ce
Back in April our Sex Ed resource box recommended Man's
Body. Since then the $6.95 book has been reduced in size and
price. Now the book is in regular paperback size at $2.25.
In May , Ken Green reported on
.__
the career education program at
Dunbar. The story told of the Hotel
management course offered at
Holiday Inn and how the kid's
weren 't learning management but
how to fold sheets.
The only reaction we got to the
story was from one student who did
not leave his name. He came in and
demanded to see Ken Green . Ken
wasn't around so the student
started yelling about how stupid the
story was and that we shouldn't
have printed it. Oh well .. .

In the June issue we
promised to keep you ,., _
formed on the status of the
city's desegregation committee.
According
to
Mark
Christian, one of three teen
members of the forty-member
committee, there has been
some concern among the
members about the School
Board's desegregation plans.
" We made a resolution that
the Board shouldn't make any
more pol icy statements
plans about desegregation. it
makes little sense to read
about other desegregation
plans in the newspaper when
we are supposed to be making
them.··
So far the three teens fee
comfortable about their
on the committee.

Summer Express
In May we told you there
was more than one way to
express yourself this summer.
In June , forty students took
us up on that.
They joined our summer
journalism workshop and are,
in fact, putting together this
issue.
That's right. There's been a
turn around in our staff and
these workshop kids are now
a big part of the New Expression staff. Some of our
old staff members are on their
ways to college or work.
Also, just in case you're not
the kind of person who reads
the fine print 1n newspapers,

Frted Chicken restaurant , a
gas stat ion. a pub, and a
small card company. The rest
of this section of Lawnda le
(southwest)
consists
of
homes and apartments. There
are not any writings on the
walls. Such an incident like
this has forced me to become
leary to some of the statements made in your paper,
that you claim as facts . I am
appalled and disappointed at
your lack of research.
Ardine Granberry
Lindblom

Edit or's Note
Actually, not all of the
community around Cermak
and Kestner IS Latin . Parts of
it are. The gang graffitti in that
area is easy to find , though it
may not be splashed right at
the Cermak I Kestner intersection .
Most residential areas in
Chicago have at least one
gang. The Popes hang out in
the Rogers Park area, but no
one compares that area to
Humholdt Park and the Latin
K1ngs. Wed like to hear from
Lawndale Citizens about the
dfects of gangs In their
community

you should know that in July
we did not print an issue and
that in September we will not
publish an issue . So we' ll see
you in October.
But as you're waiting for
New Expression, look for two
other publications coming out
of . Youth Communication.
One of them will report on the
various CET A job sites for the
summer. The magazine is
called CETA Insights and will
be distributed to CETA
workers. The other is a
magazine on suspension and
expulsion, which will be
passed out to Public School
students in September. The

Mundelein College
Chicago
a liberal arts college for WOMEN, offering:
• Pre-professional programs including medica
technology, business management, journalism
communicative disorders
• Self-designed interdisciplinary majors plus 1~
other fields of study
• Care13r Services Center
• Cooperative Education /Internship Program
• Financial aid

For Fall Term information , write or cal l before Sept. 1 :
Jean O'Keefe
MUNDELEIN COLLEGE, Rm . 0 -2
6363 N. Sheridan Rd.
Chicago, IL 60660
(312) 262-8100
Munde'etn is an equal opportunity instltu t1on
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NOW SHOWING!

Photo taken at: Chicago Academy of Music & The Fine Arts

Have you ever wanted to
write a play? Compose a hit
song? Act before a packed
Loop theatre audience?
Arrange
music
and
choreography for a new
musical? Why not! Even
now, while you're still a
teen.
This list of youth fantasies may come true in a
new teen theatre company
now being formed by Youth
Communication. The goal
of the program is to stage
an original all-Chicago-area

teen production next April
in a Loop Theatre.
The project begins this
month. The Center will
recruit teen playwrites and
musical composers who
are interested in writing an
original script and music
over the next three months.
In December or January
the company will hold
auditions
for
actors,
dancers and musicians to
perform in the original
production. Other teens
interested in stagecraft-

members who live near their
neighborhood. On Saturday
the entire chorus meets at
Circle Campus to practice.
According to one member,
by Frank Burgos
they sing everything from
Bach to Rock. For application
Out-of-school opportunities
information call the Dept. of
for teen performing artists in
Human Services (744-4045)
Chicago are on the rise . The and ask for Jowina Price.
following is a listing of
The Metropolitan Youth
programs now in operation Symphony doesn't perform
which accept teen
in- rock concerts. This group is
volvement .
into serious music with as
The City-Wide-Chorus, run
many types of instruments as
by the Department of Human the Chicago Symphony OrServices, accept teens who chestra. The full orchestra
feel they can sing and are rehearses at the Spertus
willing to attend regular College of Judaica, located at
' rehearsals . Chorus members 618 S. Michigan . Contact Mrs .
1 practice in their region wit~h:~4-17~ aft~~~m. if

Here's
.opportunity
i

scenery,
costumes,
lights-or
business
management will also be
important to a successful
premiere performance.
Five
adult
drama
professionals with experience in playwriting,
musical
composition,
directmg and stage design
will work with the teen
company to help organize.
They will provide experience where it is
needed. This is the same

method used to start New
Expression.
This is not the first teen
dramatic company
in
Chicago, but, according to
Larry
Davenport,
the
Director of Youth Communication, "It's the first
time that we know of that
teens have created and
staged their own scripts
over eight months so that
the finished production is
really good theatre. We
admire the job teens are

you are interested.
Tryouts for the Symphony
are scheduled for the first
three Sundays of September.
There's a thirty dollar fee for
the year to cover rental of
certain instruments and sheet
music. The Symphony performs four concerts a year,
one of them at Orchestra Hall .
Kusumba specializes in the
black experience here in
Chicago. Their plays are
performed on Fridays and
Saturdays at 8 p.m . and
Sunday at 3. Classes in drama
and modern dance usually last
for two hours at a cost of $3
per class. Memberships for
teens 16 and up cost $110 a
year. Teens 15 and under are .

charged $65. Members are not
charged
for
individual
classes .
The New School of the
Performing Arts at 410 S.
Michigan (3rd Floor) offers
hour-and-a-half dance classes
and theatre classes, Cost
averages $5 an hour. Days of
the classes vary, so call to
arrange a schedule.
Finally, the Odyssey Teen
Talent Agency is a free service
to teenage writers, artists ,
actors and musicians to help
market their talent. The
agency will help a teen secure
audition
or
secure
an
bookings to help groups get
started. Call John Mathers at
465-6707 .

doing with summer street
theatre. With our program
these artists will have more
time and help to do a better
job. We think that this
annual event could be as
exciting to drama and
music lovers as New Expression is to readers."
The YC Theatre Company
has not yet been named.
Teens who join will name it
as they will also title their
first production. Keep
reading this paper for more
information about its
development.
If you are Interested In
joining this theatre project,
you can apply by coming to
the Center at 207 S.
Wabash (4th Floor) between 9 am and 5 pm
during the week of August
8. Filling out a short application form should take
you about fifteen minutes.
The project will need
writers, humorists, musical
composers,

vocalists,

musicians, dancers, actors, artists, technicians,
manager I ticket salesmen,
publicity staffers and
choreographers.

- · - - - - - · - - - - - - -- -·---'

Welcome back, class of '78!
by Malinda Jones
Next month, some familiar
faces you're used to seeing
may be gone. Chicago's
public schools have been the
subject of a mass teacher
transfer plan to intergrate
their facu Ities .
The U.S. Department of
Health ,
Education
and
Welfare has ruled that if
Chicago does not intergrate
Its public school faculties
according to the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, It will lose $90
million in federal money for
~oecial programs.
A SUrVeY taker- in April ,
1977 , showed that the
faculties of Chicago schools
were not racially balanced . It
also showed an uneven
number of qualified teachers
with degrees Dr. Hannon's
answer
to
the
HEW
ultimatium was the immediate
transfer of 2,212 teachers for
September's return to school.
In reaction to the transferring of favori te teachers ,
90% of the students at
William J. Bogan high school
walked out of class on June
15 .
Bogan ,
which
is
predominantly white, ga1ned

more publicity because of
parent and student protest of
the busing plan. Nine hundred
students at Taft staged an aliday protest.
Because the transfers were
issued the day before school

officially
closed ,
most
students don't know which
teachers have been transfared. How students react in
September remains to be
seen.
Students who react with

hostility over the transfer of
favorite teachers see only one
side of the story. I interviewed
Victor West, a transfer
teacher, in the livingroom of
his home. West, a chemistry
teacher at Calumet high

school at 81 31 South May , has
been transferred to Carl
Schurz high school at 3600
North Milwaukee. West is one
of fifteen black teachers being
transferred from Calumet .

Guess who's coming to teach?
Since he was the only
chemistry teacher, he thought
he wouldn't be transferred . "I
taught seven and a half years
at Calumet and all my
students love me," he grinned. I wondered if there would
be student reaction to his
transfer, but he felt sure that
his students at Calumet
don't know he's been transferred . "I was informed the
day before school ended , so
most students weren't around
to hear the news."
Now that he moves from an
all-black student body to a
predominently white school,
does he expect the same
student response? " I taught at
Gage Park when it was ten
per cent black in 1966. I also
taught at Washington from
1968 to 1699 when it was

white. Since it's the beginning
of the school year, it won't
make as much of a difference
to them to have a new teacher,
than it would if it were the
middle of the year."
West believes that a white
teacher coming ir.to a black
school will have problems that
he must face . "A wh ite

teacher coming into a black
school like Calumet might
blow the program. If he is
used to students with high
reading levels, he might not
be able to cope with the
problems of black students
who possess low scores. I
helped students with their
work. They had no fear of
failing. If a teacher fails his
students , he
fails
the
program."
We talked about the Hardship Rev1ew Com!Jliltee where
teachers tell their hardships
about the transfers. So I
wondered what action he
might take to protest his
transfer. ''I dislike going North
when it takes only fifteen
minutes each morning for me
to get to Calumet.
" I read the teacher hardship

agreement, and since I didn't
fit the hardship category, I
had to choose to accept or
resign . I wasn't about to
resign . I figure In order for the
Board to get the money they
need, they must comply with
law. I'm black, and to intergrate the white schools
they need black teachers."
West s opinion of the entire
transfer program is one to be
considered. "I don't th ink
intergrating a school will help
you learn an y better. Good
disipline at home will help. It
doesn't matter what color the
teacher Is. If the person wants
to learn, he will learn .
"I don't approve of sendl11g
students from the southSide
to the nort nside; I think
people should go to school In
their own community."
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Half million teens crowd welfare
by Socorro Gonzalez with
Rina Cabanero
Marilynn Ruffin
In April 686 ,564 Chicagoarea teens were on welfare .
That's about 45 per cent of
Cook County's teens!
Arnetta Brunson, seventeen , is one of those teens . In
April she applied for ADC (Aid
to Dependent Children) for her
thirteen-month-old daughter.
At that time Illinois was not
giving assistance money to
mothers
of
dependent
children , so the two were
living on $140 a month .
Arnetta says she didn't plan
to become a mother, but she
definitely wants to keep and
provide for her child . Her
check
barely
covers
necessities , she explained. "It
doesn 't leave money for
clothes and things like that. "
She doesn't want to stay on
assistance. When she can
afford baby sitters she says
she plans to work, but she
didn't finish high school and
she has no previous work
experience.
She received a notice in
June that Illinois would increase ADC payments to allow
an add it ional hundred dollars
to help support the mother.
So now Arnetta struggles on
$240 a month for two in a city
where the average individual
cost of li vi ng is $300.
At the same time more and
more teens are turning to
public assistance because
they can 't find employment or
because they ' re laid off .
Others, however, never try to
get a job because they prefer
the assistance check to
working . One 22-year-old we
talked with has been on
ass i stance
since
she
graduated from high school .
Marla continues to report to
the State that she can 't find
work and th at sh e is
responsible to support herself . She receives $116 a
month , yet she lives in an
eight-room apartment , ful lyfurn ished . Her case worker
accepts t he information that
she shares rent cost with a
roommate . Actually , she lives
in the apartment with her
parents who pay the rent and
buy food . Her $116 is really
like
a
personal
state
allowance. She hasn't looked
for a job in three years .
A third group of teens are
on welfare as wards of the
state. David Gallegos runs a
group home for seven chicano
teens on the North side who
are wards of the state. These
teens make from $19 to $42 a
day.
They earn this money by
helping renovate the building,
which they call " The Place"
·and by preparing meals for the
group. During school time
they attend school . They I ive
individual lives at the home
until they reach the age of
twenty-one, when they wil l be
on their own .
David commented , " I'd l ike
to th ink they can make a home
here and not make them think
of thi s place as a foster home.
Al l the kids seem t o l ike it
here, and I'm glad of that "
What wil l th is w elfare
sit uat1on mean to these
600,000 teens? Nancy Klein,
professor of Sociology, told
us, "Welfare is a dead end f or
teens. I think teens are a vi tal
and untapped source in our
society, warehoused in institutiOns such as high
::;chools instead of being
permltted to constructively
u..,e the1r energy by actively
contribiJtlng to their com
mun1t1es"

New Expression Survey
by Marilynn Ruffin with
Socorro Gonzalez, Pamela
Cooper and Rina Cabanero
A New Expression survey of 80
teens on the question · of welfare
reveals that teens don't think welfare
is a good way to beat the system .
Si xty per cent say that the welfare
system makes people dependent and
less responsible human beings.
The forty per cent that do approve of
welfare as a way to beat the system
are mostly non-welfare recipients
themselves . They feel that waiting for
the mailman once a month Is easier
than looking for a job day after day.
All but two teenagers surveyed hope
and believe they won 't be on welfare
five or ten years from now . When
asked why they don't see welfare in

their future , they said that they have
too much going for themselves to
become dependent upon welfare.
One male, however, said that he
would definitely try to be on welfare
five or ten years from now simply
because he needs every penny he can
get. Another person said he wanted to
get on welfare in order to rip off the
system. However, we did not discover
one teenage male on welfare. Do you
know any?·
As part of the survey, we asked
teens what they thought caused teens
to get on welfare. Here are samples of
their impressions.
"Teenage girls have children out of
wedlock who need to be taken care
of."
"There are no jobs available for

teenagers."
"Teenagers don't. want to work."
"Welfare provides a way of rejecting
obligations to oneself and family."
Some want more money."
"Their parents don't want to support
them atter they make 18. "
" They find it as simply an easy way
to beat the system."
"Everyone else is ripping off the
government, so why not me?"
"Many drop out of school or lack
proper skills and training to get a job."
" Some are just pure lazy."
"It 's traditional. If their parents are
on it , they are probably used to
surviving on welfare so they follow in
their parents' footsteps."

New abortion bill scares teens
by Pamela Cooper with
Regina Jones
Charisse Terhune
Karen Hardaway
Elaine is eighteen and a
veteran of si x abortions . She
is anxious t hat her parents
never find out. She refuses to
talk about the subject . " That's
the past," she says, "I don't
want to talk about it."
If Governor Thompson
signs the teen abortion bill
(HB480) passed by the Illinois
legislature in June , Elaine's
story would have to change.
Accord ing to this new law , a
woman under eighteen years
of age must obtain her
parent's consent in order to
request an abortion.
We Interviewed fifty teen
women and found that forty of
them feel the law should not
have been passed . They think
it will hurt a lot of teens who
can 't present this type of
problem to their parents. Four

PREPARATION
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COLLEGE BOARDS
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ENROlliNG NOW

others said it was a good law
because it will prevent many
teens
from
becoming
pregnant.
One of the teens in the
survey , Sharon , bel i€ves that
the Bill is unfair to teens .
" Instead of decreasing the
number of abortions (legal), it
will cause teens to take a
medical risk by having an
illegal abortion ," she says.
Pam reflected the opposite
point of view . " They - should
pass this law to help the
young people because they
don't know what they are
getting into ." Pam explained
that she was four weeks
pregnant when she had an
abortion . " I didn't want to
abort It, but I had no other
cho ice because I felt I was not
mature enough to raise a
child ." Another girl said , " I
had an abortion because I was
afraid I would lose ·my
freedom. "
Under the newly passed
law, the teens whose parents
won 't sign an abortion release
can go to court and receive a
consent by a judge - quickly 1
according to Howard London .
London also believes that,
legally, a teen 's body Is no
different from an adult

woman'& body.
Governor , Thompson has
until Sept. 13 to sign this new
bill. Letters for and against
the bill can stm be sent to the
Governor. Illinois is the only
state that separates teen.s
from
other
women
in
acquiring an abortion.
Another Illinois law just
passed is also going to make
it harder for teens to have an
abortion. As a result of this
law the state no longer pays
for abortions for people who
.are on welfare.
Dr. James G . Haughton of
Cook County Hospital explained that turning away the
women would not prevent
abortions. He said 1 " Women
will go elsewhere, frequently
to abortionist who are not
physicans .
"The women could develop
Infections from improper
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procedures and wind up at
county hospital for longer
stays at greater expense than
if they had an abortion in the
first place," he said.
It is not clear how this law
will affect teens with low
family income, but two
groups already are dealing
with the problem. Planned
Parenthood is launching a
three million dollar fund to
help
women
who
are
economically
disadvantage
pay for abortions. Cook
County Hospital,
which
performs, four thousand to
five thousand abortions a
year, does not know how they
can go on providing 'this
service without state funds.
President Carter is now
proposing
to
pay
the
maternity medical expense of
pregnant women who chose
to bear their babies and give
them up for adoption rather
than seek an abortion. Carter
opposes using federal funds
to pay for abortions for poor
women.
One of the girls in our
survey, Rochelle, asked "Why
should a woman go through
nine months, bave the baby
and give It up for adoption'!
That doesn't make any
sense." Thirty-five out of fifty
of those surveyed feel as
Rochelle does. One girl who is
in favor of Carter's plan
believes that people should be
happy- the President Is doing
something like this . "There
are teens who can't tal<e c are
themselves so how are
111~y going to take care of a
child ," sh e said .
One thmg 1s certai n. These
.two new laws in lllnois will
change some teen Scripts In
this area.

Keep your paycheck out of Uncle Sam's· pockets
by Paula Eubanks
Last year David Carroll, then a
senior at Quigley South, paid
$16.24 a week in federal income tax
from his part time salary. He could
h~e claimed that money each
week and put it in the bank if he
had filed a W-4E form with his
employer.
David worked as a lifeguard at
Brussle's Square and Ridge Park
pools. Since he is going to
Western University this year, he
needed all the extra money he
could get, and that $16.24 in the
bank each week would have
computed to about $10 in interest.
Since he didn't file the W-4E
form, the government withheld his
tax money (like everybody eises')
until the end of the year without
interest,
In order for David to be eligible
for W-4E, (which makes him
federal tax exempt) he has to be
unwed. He must intend to earn
less than $750 if his parents claim
him as their dependent or less
than $2,450 if he claims himself as
a dependent, which he did.
The W-4E certifies that an
employee doesn't expect to earn
enough to have to file a return for
the present year. Forms are
available from employers.
A waitress or waiter, a busboy or
bagboy are responsible for all tips
they receive, which are subject to
federal income tax. Usually the
employees of small restaurants do
not bother to report tips, and
employers do not bother to collect
taxes on them. According to the
IRS, however, any tips over $20.00
in any given month at one place of
employment, are subject to Social
Security and federal Income taxes.
The self-employed teen must
also file a return if he has a net
income of $400 or more. Teens
with a hot painting or babysitting
business that pulls in over this
amount are supposed to file a selfemployment tax on their income.

Here, again, people tend not to
account to IRS for the money given
them in cash. Doing this can backfire. For example, if you decide to
purchase a car and need to apply
for a loan from the bank to do so,
the bank might ask to see your
Statement of
Earning and
Deductions to verify that you really
have earned quite a bit of money
from your gardening and land-

H1 FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
CttAGO

c~s-Fult time/part time.
G<1 figure aptitude and ability to
with details required. Excellent
ing salary plus benellt package
,
full-time positions. Full-Time
lurs
8 30 to 5 : 00. Part-Time
'urs 8 00 to 2·30. 1 :00 to 5 : 00,
') • 0 · 00 Call 732-6444.

~

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
CHICA'30
Secret..ries-Full Time
Accurate.typing of at least 50 wpm .
good sl'lorthand . and comrr~unrcati"<!

1040, and claim the many
deductions allowed to you (such
as, business expenses, medical
and dental expenses, travel,
charity, etc.). You would, of
course, claim yourself as an
exemption, since you're not
married and don't support anyone.
Then you're really into the great
American tax game.

Watch out for new jobs this fall
by Denice Little
The Job Express staff searched
in June and July for teen job
openings , but they found no new
jobs opportunities for this page. A
few offices told us to come back in
October.
The lack of jobs for teens in
Chicago is obvious, and teen
unemployment all over the United
States is on the rise. Youth
unemployment is 20 per cent while
over all unemployment is at 8.25
per cent. The problem is so out of
hand that Congress is now considering a new CETA bi II that
would offer extra job programs for

Job Opportunities
I r.t
- I:!ST NATI..., ..... L
BA NK OF
CH:CAGO
-vprst-Fu II-Time
~ccuratz typing of at least 50 wpm and
ZACellent grammatical skills required.
.'.'e'ti trarn vou to operate our
<:~uromen~ wh1 1e you enjoy a good
~c-:•a ·y.
ot:·~··~ndmg
benefits and
"1j\'ance:rer · ·-·oportun•ties .
,v 0 ~g Hours
8.30 to 5 :00. Call
-32•44.

scaping business. If you have
never filed self-employment tax,
you will have no statement from
the government to prove your
income status. Therefore, you may
not get the loan ... and no car.
If you are a successful young
tycoon and earn over the amount of
tax exempt income ($2,450), you
could file the long return, Form

skills required . We offer ar excellent
starting salary and a benefit package.
Working hou~s : 8 : 30 to 5 : 00. Call i 326444

Volunteer Jobs
The following listings are for
volunteer internships which do not
pay, but offer a great deal of career
experience. If you apply now you can
be placed , probably, by the latter part
of August before school starts. If
interested , write in care of NEW
EXPRESSION, 207 S. Wabash,
Chicago 60604 and include the number
of the job opportunity. Please include
vital job application informatron rn
your letter.

teens in the Chicago area. These
jobs would go into effect Oct 1.
If Congress passes the bill, new
programs will be offered to teens
16 and up. The four proposed new
job programs are.:
1. Improving the community.
Teens workers would fix up public
buildings, insulate low income
housing, and help make Chicago
neighborhoods look better. This
program would help teens to learn
trade skills, such as carpentry,
insulation and plumbing.
2. A job training program that
includes jobs in restaurants,
stores and child care centers. This
program offers youth an op-

portunity to work in places open to
the public.
3. Jobs for the economically
disadvantaged.
4 . Jobs for high school
dropouts.
There's a· possibility that
schools will 'g rant credit for those
jobs. The credit , if granted, would
help youths who need to earn extra
credits to graduate.
Watch your daily paper for news
about the CETA bill, which should
come to a vote in August. Applications for this program will
probably · be available at Urban
Progress Centers.

COMMUNITY CENTERS. Help with
day care groups, children's programs,
outings, crafts. 14 years-on-up. (302).
CRISIS LINE TELEPHONE SERVICE
and National Runaway Switchboard:
This is a crisis intervention and
referral service. Volunteers are trained
to deal with a variety of problems over
the tPiephone. Must be at least 15years-old . (303).
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN . Oc cupational therapy , art assistants or
classroom aides to mentally retarded
children from 3-16 years who have
been excluded from the public school
system. (304).
NURSERY (handicapped). Pre-School
program for multiply-handicapped
chi ldren from rnfancy to 10 years of
age. Must be at least 16-years-old

(305i.
MENTAL HEALTH CENTERS. One to
one social. teaching, crafts , letter
writing, music, drama. Must be at
least 16 years and able to keep
records . (301 ).

FRIENOL Y VISITORS. Vrsit lonely
senior citizens in a nursing home and
brighten their days. Must be at least
15-years-old (306).

Ywonne S.,.,.,..,, CVS, . . . pe.ced at
Jackson Park Hos lal as • result of
applyl~

for a volunteer job.
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Tailoring, auto mechanics ...

.

Habits change for 'new' teen woman
by Amy Weber

Today's teen woman was
raised in the "Age of Women ."
As she grew up, she saw
women demonstrating for
equal rights, rode on buses
driven by women, watched
programs
like
"Police
Woman" and "The Mary Tyler
Moore Show," and witnessed
Billie Jean King beating
Bobby Riggs at tennis.
Some teen women are
backing away from their new
opportunities, while others
are taking advantage of their
rights.
Lisa Nardi Is a sophomore
at Lane Technical High
School, once an all-male
school. Lisa, who is on the
women's basketball and track
teams at Lane, feels that the
women's movement has
helped women in sports.
"More sports are opening up
to women. There are more
sports
scholarships
for
women, too"
"Wo men s track wasn't
anything great until the past
few years. Now we have a
chance td make it downstate,
as we did this year."
Aside from being active In
sports , Lisa takes electronics
shop. "In electronics shop,
most of the girls are as good
as the guys are. Some of the
projects we have are irrelevant
to everday living, but we can
still do them."
Annette Blancalana, a
senior at Roosevelt High
School, is on the Boy's Tennis
Team. "I think that seeing
other girls try out for boys'
teams within the past few
years has encouraged me to
try out for the boys ' tennis
team in my own school, " she
explained. "Since there wasn't
the -interest nor the coaches
for a girls team. I felt that I
shouldn't be deprived of
playing tennis if I was
capable .·· She also feels that
the women 's movement has
advanced women's athletics .
Annette and Chris Aguila
were removed from the boys'
tennis team on the basis of
sex by Virginia Wood, consultant for the Bureau of
Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Safety of the
Chicago Board of Education .
Her decision is contrary to the
federal guidelines that allow a
woman to try out for a men's
team in a non-contact sport.
Chris Aguila, with the help
of an attorney from the
American Civil Liberties
Union , took the case to court.
She won, and she and Annette
were restored to the team.
Angie Pantazelos, another
Roosevelt senior, was one of
lwo girls in her auto
mechanics class . "The first
day I felt kind of dumb. The
guys gawked at us like, 'Girls
taking auto mechanics?' They
underestimated us.

"I think I would have done this
without
the
women's
movement ," Angie says. " I
wanted to learn how to fix cars
because it's cheaper and

there's less chance of being
ripped off by a mechanic who
thinks you're a dumb girl."
Lynn Sellers took auto
mechanics with Angie. " You

know how the male ego is,"
she says. "In the beginning,
the guys teased us, but then
they were the ones who made
really stupid mistakes."
Lynn has not yet decided
whether to use this training
and become a mechanic or to
study to become a nurse
Malinda Jones graduated in
June as a vocational tailoring
major at CVS. "Vocational
tailoring was fun, except we
were forced to deal mostly
with men's clothing. That's
what ticked me off about it,"
she says. "We were told that
tailoring meant making men's
clothing .'' When the women
students confronted the
teacher, he did give them
some patterns for women's
clothing. But like the men's
patterns, they were years out
of style.
In the fall of 1971, Lane
Technical High School was
forced to admit young
women. Last year there were
783 male seniors and 296
female seniors. Six per cent of
these young men did not
graduate, whereas only three
per cent of the young women
did not graduate.
Obviously, teen women in
Chicago
are
entering
traditionally male roles where
they are learning to face
discrimination, teasing, and
the obstacle of trying to open
ancient, rusty, well-locked
doors.

Teens produce underground porno
by Johnny Vaughn with
Carlos Lewis, Forest
Cowley and Ray Barron

Teens are now Into the big
money of producing pornographic films .
On West Oak street five
teens are working with a
young adult named TJ to film,
edit and sell underground
porno films. T J's films are
being
shown
to
teen
audiences throughout the
city. I viewed two films at 47th
and California for a $2 admission fee.
In order to locate a film
showing I had to pay a tipster
$5. I needed the tipster's name
to get past the tall, albinolooking youth who guarded
the door of this two-story
residence . He accepted my
contact and walked me down
a short corridor to their minitheatre.
A girl and three other dudes
were stttlng on folding chairs
in this living-room-sized
theatre set up for an audience
of ten. I waited in the dark for
three rnmutes for the first
feature, " Play Pen." The eightminute film shows a two-year

old girl being molested by an
old man. A second projector
was set up with the second
feature, called "No Title,"
about a four-year-old who is
raped by a gang and grows up
to join that gang . This plot
lasted about twelve minutes.
T J explained to me that he
finds teens for his filmmaking
group in the streets and
around the parks and schools.
He offers teens between $25
and $175 to shoot a film . "I do
It for the money and the point
of making it," he said.
On the South Side Timothy
Doyle shoots Super 8 and
poses for n_ude shots. He told

Hey, you can join our staff! Tt--,~~n~·--~lti,,
Are you Interested In
reporting?
.. photography?
.. art and layout?
.. business and advertising?
.. writing and editing?
. . developing leadership
talent?

If you are, then New Expression wants you.
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First staff meeting for the first fall Issue Is Wed., Aug. 10 at 1 p.m.
If you can't make It, call Frank Burgos for more Information (663-0543).
Also-Youth Communication Is planning for a new photo magazine. Interested?
Come to the first planning meeting on Wed., Aug. 3 at 1:30 p.m.
All meetings are held at Youth Communication, 207 S. Wabash (4th Fl.)

me he hopes to get more
Involved in the business. "I've
got connections all over the
city and make more money
doing my underground type of
filming than working a
summer job."
Teen women are also
making the porno film scene.
Marcia, a filmmaker at South
Shore high school told me
about her experiences with a
stag film "I got involved in it
at school," she said . "We
were filming a movie that
could have won a hundred
dollar prize ... or at least third
place."
"The film Included a nude
scene of me. The school
wouldn't allow us to submit it
in a contest " Three months
later Marcia found out that the
film was being shown around
the community. "I found out
that everyone at school had
seen the film. I was embarrassed and still am today."
She urged teens to think
about the dangers It may cost
them later In life to appear In a
film.
On the Northside I talked
with a 17-year-old female
photographer who had been
undercut by a porno dealer.
She sold a group of nude
photos of younger kids to the
dealer for a couple of dollars,
and he told her she'd see him

again. She says she's never
seen him stnce, probably
because he still owes her
money.
The Youth Division of the
Chicago Police Force claim
that they have nothing on file
about this type of juvenile
activity. A psychologist w1th
the Police Department, Ms.
Debbie Dubow, told us that
she thinks teens who seek out
pornography are "looking for
something more than life."
Meanwhile the City Council
i~ trying to protect youth by
passing laws that force adult
book stores at least 1000 feet
from school pre"}ises.
At tha -CHy Council,
Alderman Kelly spoke out
against pornogr~pb.~J;'.r~
said, "We the pe.1e of
Chicago will not tolete the
corruption of pornogr.hy in "
our homes."
It seems that the pol~ and ·
the aldermen don' understand the main trac In
pornography among 9ns.
Teens don't need the iult
bookstores for equip~nt.
Teens are making 1nderground films In their ·u-. .. ,
homes. Teens are filming
nude shots and selling them
to other sources.
They are lear~ing the
business from the g ound up.
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Teen

eens seek home rights
by Vicki Hickey with
Brian Miller

away from home and her
mother called the police.
Annon came back on her own
and went to the police station
with her parents to inform
them that she no longer was a
runaway.
The
police
suggested family counseling,
but her mother never went to
the sessions. Annon got a job
making $75 a week and moved
out the day of her 17th birthday to a small apartment on
Dtversey. Later she moved to a
better place on the North side
and now gets along with her
parents as an adult
Although a man cannot
commit his wife to an institution without her consent
and a wife cannot commit her
husband, parents can commit
a teen to an institution
without his/her consent.
One Westside teen who had
a problem with speed told us
his story. Andy's grades were
going down and he started having trouble with the
police for curfew and other
minor violations.
His parents were aware of
the situation and sent him to a
psychiatrist for help. After
they attended a few drugrelated court cases, where he
was cleared, they had had
enough. They told him that If
he would not go to Gateway,
(a rehabilitation house) that
they would put him out of .
their home. He was committed to Gateway against his
will when he was 17-years-

Teens have more r1ghts in
the streets. or: the job or in
the school undl:'r the law than
they do in tM1r own homes.
• Minors whc have jobs can
demand minim~.; m wages and
safe
from
JOb
be
discrimination. But at home,
their parents have a legal nght
to every penny they make.
Parents don't usually take
legal action to collect. Instead, family feuds are more
commonplace, like the one
Billy described tor us
Billy was in his Junior year
when he got a part time job
He wanted to learn to manage
his own money and to be
Independent. His father
demanded that he bring his
money home. Billy refused
because he was tired of
asking for money every time
he wanted something. His
father persisted , causing an
argument which affected the
whole family.
Billy's father told him not to
ask for money, clothes or
anything else from then on.
Billy almost quit school
because of his money
problems. Their relationship
is still not good and Billy is in
the Army now at age 20.
Also by law, all citizens are
protected
from
police
harassment
and
given
freedom of speech. However,
6,748 young Illinois citizens
were abused or neglected by
their parents last year.
Parents can be charged with
abuse or neglect, but most
teens try to escape it Instead
by running away from home.
That's w~at 1,117 Chicago
'eens did last year. About halt
by Felicia Willis with
Jf these cases were settled
Charisse Terhune,
ut of court by family
Denice Little, Tracy Sandie
counseling and other serVICes. If the problem Is
Steve Rhodes Is 16 and gay .
definitely abuse, a teen can
He's a black living on the
ask that a "Minor in Need of
southside of Chicago who's
Supervision" petition be filed .
willing to talk about his
The case will go to court.
homosexuality. Steve said I asked Attorney Sue Gam
he's always been gay and will
what usually happens to teens
admit it to anyone." I do as I
whq are Involved in an abuse
please," he explained.
case. She said that "If it's the
Steve admitted that he has
child's word against the
been to a psychiatrist and a
parents' and there are no
social worker, but he said
broken bones, very serious
there Is no chance of his
Injuries or witnesses, the case
becoming straight. Although
will probably be dismissed. If
Steve can cope with being
there is no way the teen can
gay, he said his mother can't
return home, the court will
give the Departm9nt of
Children and Family Services
temporary custody of guar'
dianship.
by Tracy Sandie
Since 1976 the court has not
allowed runaways to be sent
For those teens who want
to the Audi home. Instead, a
help to talk out sexual conteen Is now referred to the
cerns. the City provtdes 22
lll inoi:; Status Offenders
Mental Health Centers. To
Services which will place him
find out the address and
in a foster home or other
phone number of the one
social service facility.
nearest you, call the main
Teens cannot legally leave
office downtown at 744-8033
the ir parents' supervision
or 744-8039. If you feel unbefore they are 18, but there
comfortable about seemg a
are provisions in the law for
counselor, you rnay talk to
teens who can prove they are
one on the phone.
self supportive This is not a
For special help ..
__ :
on occurance, but
For teens who are gay and
Annon Bennett~~ a minor who
would like to see a gay
did become independent of
counselor.
her parents and self supGay People's Counseling
portive
Serv1ce
Anoon. a Northsider, wasn't
920 West Oakdale 929-HELP
getting along with her mother
and telt that she owed her
Gay Horizan
step lather the world Her
920
West Oakdale
parents tried to prevent her
929--4357
1ro ~ seeing her sister, who
For teens who need a HOT
didn t fim sh college and
LINE service
wae~ to travel instead .
Counseling Hot Line
Annon couldn't go out, so
7601 West Foster
she used to cut school 10
763-8824
order to ave some free time.
The truant officer was socm In
Mattaching Midwest
· contact [..ith her mother and
100 East Ohio St.
Annen's family situation was
337-2424
in prett bad shape. She ran

Notes

old Today, Andy could appeal
his commitment to Gateway.
A law recently passed gives
minors who are committed to
institutions the right to fill out
a form for their release if they
need no medical attention.
No mmor can be denied the
nght to an education, but a
teen's parents can refuse to
s1gn college forms that are
required for college entrance
This happened to one
Chicago student who wanted
to go to the University of
Chicago. Her parents refused
to sign a parent's financial
statement. She went through
a lot of troubles before she
was finally accepted by
signing a student's financial
statement. The college later
protested this, and her
parents signed a statement
saying that her stepfather
never adopted her and had no
reason to support her, and
that her mother was in no
position to finance her
schooling.
There are some possibilities
of changes i n laws that will
affect ,teens in their homes.
One of them is Illinois House
Bill #389. This bill would allow
emancipation
(becoming
independent of parents before
age 18) of teens. It states that
a petition be filed by a parent,
guardian, or next of kin on
behalf of a minor between
ages 16 and 18. The petition
seeks complete or partial
emancipation of a minor.

by Angela Moffitt

Youth confronts gay issue
face the fact.
volleyball, picnics, trips, and
cards.
Unlike Steve, 16-year-old
Kirt Airdo, a white subur"Although some of our
banite, finds it hard trying • 'straight' friends accept us
to cope with his environment.
being gay, we still come to
Kirt told us that since he's
Rogers Park to be with teens
been in high sehool he finds it
who identify with us," exa problem with the kids
plained a 14-year-old youth
getting used to his gay life
who travels forty miles from
style.· " Being gay is a natural
Gary, Indiana each week to
thing," he explained. "I've
join this group.
been gay since the age of
Rejections are clearly
five. "
identified In the young gay
The Rogers Park Gay Youth
world. A 16-year-old white gay
Group- Center is one place
youth described his day-by·
where Chicago 's gay teens
day trial. " While I ride my
can express themselves, The
bike, people call me names
teens meet on Saturday to
like "faggot," "punk," "sissy"
enjoy activities such as
and girl." One male said he
has had his house vandalized
and suffered the loss of job.
Like most groups who are
put down, gays suffer from
sterotypes. According to Or.
Metro Help
Arnold Levin , psychologist,
929-5 150
"
Not all gay people are alike.
For teens who are gay and
Some men and women are
need help coping:
born on a border line of being
Roger's Park Gay Youth
male or female . They may not
Center
have
the right hormones to
262-0587
develop
homosexual! y . ''
For gay teens who would
"Sometimes
a child's
like regular counseling and
mother may given an undtscussions.
conscious message that she
Institute For Human Relations
wishes her child to be another
561 West Oiversey
sex," he explained. "A male
248-8588
that never had fatherly love
might turn to another male to·
Ch1cago Counseling and
receive this love."
Psychotherapy
One gay teen told us that if
4711 South Woodlawn
he could find the right girl, he
684-1100
would turn heterosexual
again. Dr. Levin explained that
Gay Life Center
If that teen finds a g rl that
343 South Dearborn
didn 't
make
l'lim
un236-7575
comfortable that it could be
See Mental Health Centers as
psychologicaly possible to
well
change his life.·
Teens i1ke Steve and Kirt
For teens who are gay and
said they are more open to the
want to do thmgs soc1ally
fact that they are liberated
with other gays :
about themselves like blacks
Gay Life Center
in the 1960's who stood up
343 South Dearborn
and said," Black is beautiful."
236-7575
As Steve says, "Gay Is
FOR MORE NUMBERS DIAL:
gorgeous."
644-7447

Hot lines and counselors

a

A New Birth Control Device
A birth contrr· device to
make the rh} thm method
as reliable as the Pill may
be on the market within two
years. "There are ro s1de
effects," according to
researchers . "It's like
putting a thermometer in
and taking 1t out again."
The device, called an
ovumeter, tells the woman
if she is fertile that day.
The device will cost about
$10 w1th disposable testing
plates selling for about 25
cents each.
What Will The Courts
Decide For Us Next?
A minor may now be
moved from its foster
family without a hearing,
based on a new decision by
the Supreme Court. The
minor may only demand a
hearing if the foster'family
requests it and has been
caring for the minor for at
least 18 months. The
Court's decision also
brought out that natural
parents, in most cases,
have legal right to the
return of their children,
even though the children
may not want to return to
their real parents
Students Open Bank
Backed by three local
banks, ten students of the
Lew1s Fox Middle School in
Hartford,. Conn. opened a
bank in their school this
year.
The bank offers free
check-cashing service to
students and also provides
savings account services. It
cashes about $800 worth of
checks each week and Is
protected by a school -aged
se9urity guard
Next fall the bank hopes
to make small loans to tts
home rooms who need
money to help stage fundraising projects.
Free Baby-Sitting Lessons
GoQd news for all you
teens out there who just
can·~ seem to get the knack
of baby-sitting! And for
those of you who do have
the knack but want future
training In parenthood!
The American Red Cross
now offers free courses
which teach baby si tters
first-aid treatment and also
gives many tips on the
entertaining and feeding of
young children.
For further information,
call 440-2093.
Is There Still A Generation
Gap?
A recent Gallup poll of
youth, regarding parent- ·
child relations, disclosed
that :
1) While 56 per cent of
teens say they get along
"very well ' with their
parents, as many as 43 per
cent of teens say only
"fairly well'' or 'not at all
well."
2) Both boys and girls
are more ltkely to say they
t1ave a better relationship
w1th their mother than with
their father.
3) Those who say they
get along better w1th their
father than with their
mother are often afraid of
their father.
Along
with
other
complaints, the main teen
gnpe was that parents are
always companng today
wi h when they were young
and don't seem to understand times are constantly ct"-mging.
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When

Y-OU

need helP-

Can you trust .h ot lines?
by Lisa Ely with Julie Harrison,
Regina Jones, and
George Theodule
Gail found out that her
boyfriend , Harry, was seeing
another girl. They had a spat earlier
in the week. As far as she knew,
they were still going together.
However, Gail could not deal with
his second girl.
Gail was upset. and called her
girlfriend Coleen. She told Coleen
that she was going to kill herself
and hung up the phone. Coleen
called back and got no answer.
After calling repeatedly for two
hours she finally reached her and
learned that Gail had dropped ten
hits of acid, had drunk a half pint
of vodka and had tried to smoke a
whole lid of herb.
Coleen stayed on the line trying
to keep Gail awake. She felt
helpless and didn't know what to
do.
What advice would you have
given?More important, what advice

~rug

would a
abuse hotline give in'
this situation?
.
We called thirteen drug abuse
hotlines and acted out various
emergency roles in order to find
out.
We called Metro Help, and they
were able to identify the drug we
described and told us the effects it
had. We were told which dosage
does real damage. The man even
went so far as to say that if this
were the first time the person took
the drug that the person was not
yet addicted .
Pflash Tire left us on hold and
asked a lot of routine questions,
such as, "How long has the person
been addicted? What did he or she
take? Is the person willing to come
for counselling?" Their tone of
voice seemed very insensitive.
Narcotics Anonymous listened
first and were interested and
concerned. They advised that we
bring the person down If it were
possible.
Drug Report gave a taped drug

What if your
friend suddenly
00-ed?
Who
would you call?

report of the week. We were informed on the drugs confiscated at
the Ted Nuggent Concert.
Inner Tube was very concerned
and tried their best to help. They
referred us to the Englewood
Mental Health Center because it
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Because I said so!
by Crystal Coleman
How many of you have asked a
teacher a question and gotten the
answer ... "because I'm the teacher
and I say so?" Have you ever raised
your hand to answer a question,
and added a little "00000" (to get
the teacher's attention), only to
have him ask you if you were sick?
If so, you are not alone. You were
just a victim of what is known as
adult reasoning.
Here are a few current examples
of adult reasoning.
Students at Lindblom asked to
socialize in the auditorium. The
principal, thinking only of their
safety said NO I! "It's too
dangerous!" Yet, Lindblom stages
fashion shows, talent shows, a
. study hall and division meetings In
the auditorium all the time.
Bowen's juniors and seniors

suffer with a similar problem. They
would like to have an activity
center in room 500. Among many
excuses given against the center is
that the room is too dangerous.
Although the school doesn't hold
study up there, any more, many
standardized tests are still given in
that very room. After all , what
could happen during a test?
Over at Simeon High School a
student who did not hear a
teacher's first explanation of the
word "lacquer" asked the teacher
to repeat the definition of the
word. The teacher told him the
word meant "A kind of animal you
squeeze," apparently because he
was mad about the student's lack
of attention. Later, on a test, when
the student was asked to define
the word "lacquer," he wrote the
definition the teacher gave him. He

failed the test, naturally.
When students at Curie High
School demanded a list of all the
school rules, they were told why it
would be impossible. "In order to
sit down and make a complete list
of rules we would have to include
things like "A student shall not
spit in another student's eye." Of
course, the student body didn't get
a list of the school rules.
There are still more. Who hasn't
heard the now famous "I was just
testing you." Or, when you
couldn't answer a question, you
got... "where have you been all this
time." Try to make sense out of
this... "because I'm the teacher
and you are the student." Adult
Reasoning!
Here's an old clever one that's
been passed through the ages,
"Just (pause) ... BECAUSE."

was closer to our location. They
told us to call back if Englewood
couldn't help. Englewood had an "I
don't care" attitude. They seemed
unorganized and made us feel that
it was our problem.
The City of Chicago Crisis Team
(640 N. LaSalle) gave us a total runaround! This was a person to
person interview. After talking to
nine people in quest of one answer
we left in total disgust.
Out of thirteen given numbers,
we found that nine did not exsist.
They are:
1. Drug Abuse Training Center
2. Emerald City
3. Kool Aid Youth Emergency
4. Logan Square Avondale Youth
Resource NetworK
5. Sunshine Aid
6. Prevention Inc.
7. Looking
8. Drug Information Cent~r
9. Cross Roads Drug Abuse
Center
-.. Our study Involved fifty phone
calls using different problems and
calling during different hours of
the day. Our study indicates that
the quality of the different hot lines
varies a great deal. We think this is
dangerous. When a teen is facing a
problem and needs a hot line he or
she should have some way of
knowing which hot line can be
trusted .
In order to provide this information, these hot lines should
be regularly evaluated by a panel of
teens and adults. The panel should
publish a small reference card with
the results of their evaluation that
can rate the hot lines.
A spokesman from the Youth
Network Council agreed that this
evaluation is needed. If the YNC
will support the organization of a
panel
to
conduct
regular
evaluations, we of New Expression
would be pleased to publish It
every six months.

What do you do to have fun in the summertime?
Because It was summer we asked teens from all over the city/Photographs by Carlo~wls

John
Burck /Taft:
I ride my mini bike,
but otherwise not
much

Kim

Y:

Burton/Central

A little of everything.
look at the young
men, ride my bike
and be cool.

Theresa
Cybulski
/Washington:
For fun , I go to the
beach .

Verdell
Douglas/Central Y:
I like to ride my mini
bike, play football,
softball and swim.

Ricky
Mallett{Tilden:
For fun, I work,
coach a baseball
team, swim and play
tennis

Ernest
Rinvill Fenger :
I practice martial arts
such as Kung Fu and
go around tilth my
girlfriend.
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Chicago-Not until a few months ago
,hen I became a victim of violence did I
3alize what few precautions I take against
rime. I think this is true of many city teens.
t/e experience or see crime before we learn
ow to avoid it.
Last March I was assaulted by a student in
1Y school (Lindblom), and she broke my
;nger. Even though I did not hit back, my
··rincipal suspended both of us. I later fo~nd
)ut that if a student hits another student
Joth are suspended no matter what.
My most common problem is harassment .
;atching the bus home from school I walk
town 63rd St., which is a busy street. Wh&n I
valk down empty streets around my school,
've been bothered by calls of "Hey, girl,
:orne here! You hear me·, white girl!" I hate
hat! I won't talk to aggressive, threatening
~trangers. No way!
Two problems in my neighborhooQ are
averns and illegal aliens. It seems that the
ore men drink, the more they fight. At night
have ·seen bleeding men staggering down
·he street or lying in gutters. I once heard a
>eaten man wail something about "Look
Nhat happens when I come to America!" If a
"oreigner is here illegally, he won't call the
)Oiice when he is abused for fear that the
)Oiice will find out his illegal status. I
3ympathize with aliens' problems because
:hey are easy prey.
To protect myself I try not to go out at
1ight anymore. When I do go out, my parents
mange to pick me up.
My best protection, I've learned, is staying
away from situation's where I can become a
victim of crime and violence.

Unarmed-but cautious
Sound
and
Silence
by Enid Vazquez

by Kathi lsserman

Television
The new fall's TV programs are
nothing to get excited over. The
only good choice for teens is the
Richard Pryor Show, a one-hour
weekly variety show. The same old
goody-goody, exploitative stuff,
like Happy Days and Good Times
will still be on the air.
The networks continue to
-~lt!rWtffR, ~~ns . We'Q,itke to see
V teens' iracters orow with us.
ie're gro ng and maturing, but
.J. isn't . e still says and does
e same old dumb things . Maybe
he characters could mature if
'ley'd use real teens instead of
dults to play teen parts.
Teens we've talked with are
latching Kojak and Starsky and
lutch, and wishing that the TV
•..:ality of these characters would
~come real on the streets . If we
d cops like Starsky and Hutch
d Kojak on the pol1ce force it
1uld be easier for us to relate to
ps.

_Concerts
Norman Connors has already
proven to the public that he is a
singer, jazz musician and composer as well as a producer by
recording such albums as Saturday
Night Special and his current
Romantic Journey, to name a few.
We decided to check out how the
"real" Norman Connors is; when
Norman Connors came to Chicago
recently, we arranged an interview
with him .
Although the interview was held
in a small clothing store, and we
had to wait two hours before
Norman arrived, we were not
disappointed in the experience.
He made us feel very relaxed. As
we went into the interview we
realized that Norman was a very
"human" person and not a starryeyed monster. During his spare
time Norman writes music, goes
horseback riding and swimming.
"Sometimes " he told us "I just
'
' I am
like to girl watch
. After all,
human!"

Norman expressed genuine
concern in helping teens who are
interested in musical careers. He
listens to tapes that teens send
him and " if the tape sounds good
and I'm near t heir hometown , I will
try to listen to their music in
person ."
Some of Norman's specific
goals are to arrange some movie
scores and to produce and help as
many new young groups as he can .
He mentioned, too, that he'd like
to have a TV show someday .

These incidents were frightening to me,
but I kept calm because I think it's important
not to panic . I believe that they'll take advantage of me if they know I'm scared .
I realize that violence can happen to me
wherever I am. The suburbs do have crime
and violence, but the magnitude and percentage is much less than in the city.
I can still walk the streets at ntght in
Skokie. Many times I walk 1112 miles home
from school at 10 p.m., although my mother
would rather I didn't. When I do walk alone at
night, I'm very alert. I have learned some selfdefense tips just in case. I don't walk on dark
or unfamiliar streets at night.
It's unfortunate that crime and violence are
a part of reality. I will not deny that they are.
Yet, I'm glad I haven't witnessed such
violence. I only wish I had a solution for it.

~That's Entertainment

Welcome. We would like to
introduce you to a new section of
.New Expression we will be
featuring. This section gives teen
reviews and opinions of various
entertainment happenings, such
as interviews, concerts, plays,
albums, TV shows , etc. We hope
you like this section. We would
appreciate your comments and
criticisms.

Skokie-In my suburb of Skokie I do not
see drunkards " lying in the gutters," or
people beaten up, robbed, or killed .
Although there are murders , rapes and
robberies in Skokie , I don't see them . I only
hear about them from others and on the TV
news.
I've been harassed several times on the
subway in the Loop, twice by a drunkard who
kept telling me to get off at a certain stop
which was not my stop. He kept pushing me
until finally I did get off. That really shook
me up, but I didn't stop riding the El. The
third time someone casually tried to pickpocket me. When I looked down and saw his
hand almost in my pocket, he stopped. I got
off at the next stop.

by Brian Miller
Dedra Pendleton,
Pamela Cooper
Karen Harrington

We see there is more to Norman
Connors than meets the eye! Now
all we have to do is watch and
listen.

Regina L. Jones
Rina Cabanero
Forest Cowley
Carlos Lewis
Lisa Ely, Felicia Willis

Records

We asked teens in the Loop
about their favorite recording
artists and types of music. Their
favorites are soul , rock , rhythm
and blues and soft rock. So that's
what I listened to and recommend
these picks .
SOUL. Love, Music and Life by
D.J. Rogers is for people who li ke
soft , mellow music. All through
the album D.J . cries sweet blues .
The music is good, but I've heard
better from D.J . A couple of the
songs that stand out are " Love is
on the Way," and "Saved by Love."
(RCA Records)
ROCK. Peter Frampton has a
If you're like me, the kind of
winner again with his newest
person who waits until movies
album "I'm In You," which is also
have been out and opinionated on
the title of his latest hit single. The
by people before you decide to go
album expresses lots of good
see them, then you have come to
feelings and high energy. I hope
the right column. Here's how teen
we continue to hear good things
from Peter and his band. Pick this
opinion is coming down on current
films.
one up from A & M records.
Everyone I talked to said they
RHYTHM & BLUES. Let's Clean
Up the Ghetto is the effort of the
enjoyed "Star Wars," but if you're
Philly family. It relates a message
not interested in science fiction
this isn't the movie for you.
that I think all people in "ghettos"
should know : "the only way to
"Disco 900" was a big disappointment; it wasn't worth the . clean up the physical ghetto is to
begin by cleaning up the men1al
money. It's the old plot of the black
ghetto." Performing on the album
men trying to get over like the
are Lou Rawls, Billy Paul , Arch ie
white men. However, if you like
Bell and the Drells, the O'Jays ,
disco music, this might be a movie
for you.
Teddy Pendergrass , Dee Dee
Sharp, Oscar Gamble, The In"The Heretic: Exorcist II" is all
truders , and Harold Melvin and the
right, but nowhere as good as the
first "Exorcist."
Blue Notes. If you want to listen to
good rhythm and blues w ith a
If you 're a Muhammad Ali fan ,
message, this is your best bet.
then you should see " The
(Phi ladelphia International)
Greatest." The film re-creates
SOFT ROCK. You may not be
some of his greatest moments in
fam iltar with the Ad drisi Brothers
boxing . By the way, the soundyet, but their new album, simply
track album by George Benso.n is
titled Addrlsl Brothers is one to
also terrific.
look for. lltked this album because
" Rocky" is a good movie about a
of its variety of ter'pos. It has both
small-ti me boxer who reaches his
ballads ard som dtsco music. '
goal by going th e wh ole 15 rounds
especially liked
re song ''Siov.
with the cham pion. Don't miss it'
Dancin' Don't
urn Me On'
"The Deep" is a terrifying movie
because tt's ea~f to d::mce to
about a couple who discover an
Check out this new group 01
unwanted treasu re wh ile scuba
<.: I3uddah,., Records and Tapes.
diving . Sounds good .

Movies
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Tennis or volleyball?

IHSA Athletes must choos
by Kathi lsserman with
James Dodson

Design a golf course

Frisbees fly for par
by George Theodule and
Michael Taylor
Do you think you can sail an
eight-inch object into a ten
inch basket? That's part of the
challenge of Frisbee Golf, a
new game for people who like
the hazards of golf and the
dynamics of a frisbee.
A frisbee course doesn't
need a lot of room. It can be
laid out in any neighborhood.
We set one up around our

l.st

( par 3)

tossed at an angle.
On the second tee, (par 4},
the frisbee has to curve right
and rebound off a wall for
good position on the second
hole. Our third hole (par 5),
provides a city hazard . The
firsbee must fly over a hot airblowing central air conditioner to get to the basket.
The air flow affects the flight
of the frisbee. On the fourth
tee (par 4), the player must fly
the frisbee straight and try to
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house. The course took three
hours to plan. It's no beautiful
eighteen-haler with lagoons,
sandtraps and roughs, but it
will do.
The first tee is right off the
sidewalk in an empty lot. To
get to the first basket (par 3),
the frisbee-er has to curve the
frisbee over a fifty-foot lot
across an alley and then onto
a twenty-foot lot with bushes .
The first basket is in the
middle of the bushes, which
requires that the frisbee is

~··· ··· -: 1' :7"~ ••.

.....

place it through a small (1112' x
1 ') hole in the wall. The last
hole is a par 3. The frisbee
must hit a can and knock it
out of a small hole in the wall.
Once you plan your frisbee
course with all the obstacles
to make H challenging, you
can figure out the pars by
taking the scores of at least
ten people for each of the
holes and figure the average
number of tosses that hole
requires.

Jean Russel '78, has been a
varsity member of Niles East's
girls' badminton team for
three years and has a good
chance to compete in the
number one singles position
this year. She will not be able
to play on the team, though ,
because of a new Illinois High
School Association (IHSA)
" season ruling" change for
girls. The ruling switches
badminton from a winter sport
to a spring sport.
For three yeqfs Sharon Lee
has competed in varsity
gymnastics and varsity track
at Niles East. Now she must
choose between the two
because the IHSA places
gymnastics in the spring
rather than winter. Track is
also in the spring .
Sharon still isn't sure what
sport she'll choose . "It's a
tough decisions , she said.
"Most athletes have already
planned out their schedules,
and now they must choose.
The seasons are set up badly.
There are four sports jammed
into the fall and spring and
only two into the winter."
The athletes from the
Chicago Public Schools I
talked with don't even know
about the season changes
even though they will be
affected by them.
Mrs. Judy Koenig, a coach
at CVS with one of the biggest
girls' athletic programs in the
city, felt that the state really
needed to set up a set
schedule because of the lack
of gym space "which causes a
lot of schedule conflicts."
"The suburbs can get their
teams together during the
summer," she explained.
"They call them clubs, so they
can practice for fall sports.
With this new ruling the
seasons will be twice as long,
and that will give the city
teams a chance to get
organized . They will be able to
practice for a good length of
time. The skill teaching will
also be better," Koenig said.
Both coaches and athletes
feel the individual sports like
tennis and swimming will not
be able to fill their squads
because team sports I ike
volleyball will draw most of
the athletes.
Jerry Richardson, varsity
volleyball coach at Niles East ,
said, "Volleyball will ·be
competing against swimming
and tennis." Koenig agrees
with him, but she feels the
girls must now "put out more

Would you like NEW EXPRESSION in your school
for free?
All you have to do Is call Sharon (not pictured
below) at 663-0543. Do It now! Join the 40,000
who are already enjoying New Expression.

of an effort ·
The
only
cril ic ism
Ri c hardson has IS
·he
overlapping of the season s.
" Volleyball season will run
into basketball season. Most
girls are on both teams , and
they will miss two weeks of
basketball practice. If they
compete in the state volleyball
meet , they will miss three or
four games ."
One reason the ruling was
made was to give the girls'
teams longer seasons and
more game experience . So far
there's no proof that the girls
will get that game experience.
Unlike the Central Suburban
League, which now has 18
contests each season , most
girls' leagues still have only
12.

Richardson also feels '"lat
there are roo many sports 1n1
each season . '"There shoulcj
be three sports in each seaso
for both the boys and 'he
g1rls . As 1t stands now. we .ar'
not gotng to get enough g1
on all the teams. We dor.
even have enough coaches 1
go around ."
Because of this ne
schedule change, the IHS
may lose all federal fundl>
According to the Office C2"
Civil Rights, IHSA is
abiding by Title IX whi~
states that girls and boy~
must have equal athleti
programs. The IHSA member
schools have until August 1i~
to vote on the proposee1~
schedule changes.

Sportin' ;t for Yif
by Karen Hardaway and Kathi lsserman
Racquetball
Racquetball is one of the newest sports craze to hit Chicago.
It's played indoors (2-6 players) with an 18" raquet, and a 100
per cent rubber butt ball, on a 40 by 20 inlaid floor. The
equipment ranges from $14-$60.
Racquetball is an ideal game for those who want to keep in
shape. Unfortunately, the Park Districts do not have
racquetball's courts because they are expensive, and Park
officials claim the game is very dangerous. But the Chicago
Health Clubs do have racquetball memberships availoble for
$10. For more information call them at 372-7070.
Business is business
Two businessmen, 15-year-old Tim Schutt and 13-year-old
Kurt Naebig are not kidding around. They are serious about
running Wheels of Progress, a Skateboard Pro-Shop (506 S.
Oak, Oak Park). It's open from 11 am to 5 pm daily and to 7 pm
on Thursday .
Both Tim and Kurt know their business. They order their own
merchandise and fill out tax forms. They've also learned how to
tell good equipment from bad, and they were able to tell us why
certain equipment was a "rip-off," as Kurt put it.
They described different kinds of skateboards and explained
how well each rode and what kind of stunts one could perform
on them. They even gave a fascinating demonstration.
Kurt said skateboarding "is easy. It just takes practice. I can
probably skateboard better than I can walk." He's probably
right.
Tennis Classic in Chicago
You won't have to travel to Wimbledon or even to Forest Hills
to see exciting tennis-for free.
The River Forest Tennis Club is sponsoring the 40th annual
River Forest Junior Invitational from August 8 to August 13.
Top ranked junior tennis players from all over the world will
be playing professional-like tennis in the world's largest junior
tennis tournament.
Professional Billy Martin, native of River Forest, gained
national recognition when he won this tournament.
Singles play in five different age flights will begin on August
8, and doubles play will start on August 10. The competition
begins each day at 9 am and continues until 5 pm.
Those traveling on public transportation can take the Lake
"EI" to Harlem Ave., then walk one block to Lake St., four
blocks west to Lathrop Ave., and a block north to Quick St. The
tennis club is on the East side of the street.

Aug.-Sept. $ports ·Calendar
by Karen Hardaway
Summer is a leisure
season; a time to enjoy fun
excitement , and adventure .
For many teens summer
began June 22, but for some
who've been involved in
summer school, summer fun
is just beginning . To reassure
you that you haven 't missed
everything , we have put
together a sports calendar.
with events for you to enjoy
doing August and September.
Many of the activities allo w
participation, and others are
JUSt spectator events . For
more information . c onta c t
your local Park District.
BASEBALL
Friday . Aug . 5-Sept. 28 ,
Chtcago Cubs. Wrigley F1el d

Ticket information call 281505(}.
Sunday, Aug. 12 til Oct. 2,
Chicago White Sox, Comisky
Park . $2-$5.
For more informa*V..n on game
1ime con1act 924-1000.
BOXING
Tuesday, Aug . 16, Boxing.
Wells Park All Star Show, 7
pm . Free admisston .
Thursday, Aug . 25, Boxing ,
Cornell Park , 7 pm . Free
admission
FISHING
Wednesday , Aug. 17, Mayors
F i shing Derby for teens
Luncheon and charter Boat
Tnp , Chicago Yacht Club,
noon .
FOOTBALL
Saturday , Aug. 6-Dec 11 , The
Cht cago Bears at Soldier Field
$7 -$9 50 . For game in-

formation contact 663-5404.
ICE SKATING
Saturday, Aug . 6, Ice skating
figure and speed finals.
McFetride Sports Center. Free
admission.

GOLr

~ ---

Monday . .. ::~· 15-20, City Golf
toumament, Jackson Park.
Free admission .
SOCCER
Thursday, Aug . 4 , North Side
Finals, Ltncoln Park. ~=ree
admission .
SOFTBALL
Sunday , Aug 14, City-W1de
Summer Program Championship Softball , Grant Park .
Free adm1ssion .
SWIMMING
Wednesday , Aug
3, City
Championship Swim Meet at
Portage Park, Free admtss ton

